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Düsseldorf, June 2010 , Ad.A.Klein Transporttechniek recently supplied a brand new
electric swivel arm pillar crane to the Royal Watersports Society Loosdrecht (KWVL). This
multifunctional crane is 8 meters high, has a 5.8 meter swing, can rotate through 360 degrees and has a lifting capacity of either 4000 or 1000 kilos.
The crane is fitted with two independent Hitachi electrical chain hoists.
It includes a stationary 1-ton hoist with hoisting speeds of 4.6 and 1.2 meters per minute.
This crane has been set up so that KWVL members themselves can use their membership card to activate the crane to lift their boats out of the water.
The 4-ton Hitachi lifting unit with electrical trolley that lifts 2.8 and 0.7 meters per minute
can move heavier boats. Only the harbor master can operate this hoist by means of a
key-operated switch. The crane has a single combined operating console, is equipped
with lights and has been painted in a color that blends in with the surrounds.
An external automated system protects the crane against unauthorized use. A special 4ton lifting beam is supplied with the crane for the multifunctional lifting of various types of
boats.
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About Hitachi Europe Ltd.
Hitachi Europe Ltd., is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., Japan. Headquartered in Maidenhead,
UK, it has operations in 13 countries across Europe, the Middle East and Africa and employs approximately
550 people.
Hitachi Europe comprises of nine business areas: rail systems; power and industrial systems; information
systems; digital media and consumer products; display products; industrial components and equipment; air
conditioning and refrigeration systems; manufacturing systems; and procurement and sourcing. Hitachi
Europe also has three Research and Development laboratories and a design centre. For more information
about the company, please visit http://www.hitachi.eu
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